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About This Guide

Hajjcoc™ is a Mobile Application that lets you As
Pilgrim Report any event during pillars of hajj.
This guide has been written for Pilgrims in Saudi
Arabia. It provides detailed, step-by-step guidance on
how to set up and use HajjDoc application. This
guide also contains support for members and
advices on how they can use actions of this
application.
Please note that this guide does not cover the actions
people can perform within Skype itself, such as false
reports, illegal content…

For more information, on the actions that you can
perform within HajjDoc, please see:
www.hajjdoc.net
www.hajjdoc.net/sfotware

get Star
Started
1.

Download the HajjDoc application and store it in
your preferred folder. The application is available on
Android Market. You can use your preferred search
engine with the key “Hajjdoc” or by selecting the
following link
https://market.android.com/details?id=com.hajjdoc.an
droid.app&feature=search_result

2.

Install the application. Modify the settings as you
prefer. The default server address is
https://makkah.crowdmap.com for collecting data
from pilgrims.

Sending
Sending reports
reports
HajjDoc allows users to send reports with images tagged
with location data as well as to receive alerts and
reports from other users who have sent reports to the
HajjDoc server (https://makkah.crowdmap.com). Enter to
add report view

1.

Pilgrim should fill a report form

Title

Date

Location

Category

Description

Add a photo

Choose source of Picture

Cancel or Send

A control input is applied to all controls so
pilgrim should have attention while filling this
form.
If a connection is available, the report will be
immediately shipped to the server. Otherwise, it will be
saved on a local database and sent later.

Sending
Sending Picture Reports
This interface allows the pilgrim to send a short
(picture only) report in the . If available the GPS
location information is automatically embedded into
the picture.

1.

2.

Upload Picture

When the user chooses “send picture”, the user has
two possibilities on the location: (1) if a connection
is available, the user can take picture from the camera
or upload one from an existing gallery, describe the
picture and send the report to the HajjDoc server, and
(2) when the user is offline, the GPS will be
automatically enabled and he will try to locate the
position of the mobile so it may take between 10 and 30
seconds then after filling the edit text of description

and sending, the report will be added to database and
later sent to the server.

Fetching Reports
Pilgrims can fetch and read the reports collected at
the HajjDoc server and their details.

At any time the user can benefit from an icon menu
that simplifies calling important function of the
HajjDoc application.

MapMap-based Browsing
Browsing
Through a digital map, the user can browse the
reports based on their location on the map. In
addition, the user can zoom in, zoom out and navigate
in the entire world map..

The access to maps requires the availability of
network connection.

